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Supercharged JavaScript Graphics: with HTML5 canvas, jQuery, and MoreO'Reilly, 2011

	
		With HTML5 and improved web browser support, JavaScript has become the tool of choice for creating high-performance web graphics. This faced-paced book shows you how to use JavaScript, jQuery, DHTML, and HTML5's Canvas element to create rich web applications for computers and mobile devices.

	
		By following real-world...
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Photoshop 7 and Illustrator 10: Create Great Advanced GraphicsFriends of Ed, 2003

	This book will show you how to combine the power of Photoshop 7 and Illustrator 10 to take your creative and production skills to new heights. Find out the best way to use them in tandem, with a seamless workflow, for stunning results in your print and web output. The book looks at how the programs work together to help you create great...
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Transitions and Animations in CSS: Adding Motion with CSSO'Reilly, 2016

	
		Add life and depth to your web applications and improve user experience through the discrete use of CSS transitions and animations. With this concise guide, you’ll learn how to make page elements move or change in appearance, whether you want to realistically bounce a ball, gradually expand a drop-down menu, or simply bring...
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Maya Secrets of the ProsSybex, 2005
Featuring completely original material from a new team of Maya know-it-alls,     this second edition of an award-winning book is sure to inform and inspire even     the most seasoned Maya user. In this distinctive Maya Press title, a cadre     of professionals led by two acclaimed Maya pros, reveal the precious secrets     they’ve...
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Interactive InDesign CS5: Take your Print Skills to the Web and BeyondFocal Press, 2010

	The release of InDesign CS5 is nothing short of revolutionary. Now you can apply all the tools that have made InDesign the industry standard for print, to design for interactive electronic media too. With the release of Creative Suite 5, InDesign has evolved from print to “printeractive!” Designers expected to meet the demands of...
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Adobe Creative Suite 6 Production Premium Classroom in a BookAdobe Press, 2012

	 


	The tools for creating and broadcasting a professional-quality video have never

	been as accessible as they are today, thanks to more affordable and powerful

	recording equipment and computers, broadband Internet, and user-friendly

	software.





	The Adobe® Creative Suite® 6...
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jQuery and JavaScript Phrasebook (Developer's Library)Addison Wesley, 2013

	Get more done faster with jQuery and JavaScript! Brad Dayley’s jQuery and JavaScript Phrasebook brings together 100+ instantly useful code snippets and idioms for performing a wide spectrum of common web application tasks. This hands-on guide gets straight to the essence of what’s new and important in...
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Delphi Graphics and Game Programming ExposedWordware Publishing, 2000
The majority of the book is dedicated to the mechanics of creating a game in  Delphi, and will therefore be concerned mainly with exactly how to do something,  such as fast flicker-free animation. Some parts address more theoretical issues,  such as game design, and are very light in their coverage. Other parts are at a  more intermediate level,...
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Photoshop 7(R): Tips and TechniquesMcGraw-Hill, 2002
300+ Immediate Solutions from the Pros

Improve your use of Photoshop in Web and print design. Prepare and plan for Web page development and print output, then skillfully apply the latest design and production techniques. Perform simple adjustments as well as complex tasks--optimize photographic imagery, build animation, add rollovers,...
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How to Do Everything with PowerPoint(R)McGraw-Hill, 2002
Follow real-world examples in this get-you-going guide and create your own PowerPoint presentations--from simple to dazzlingly sophisticated. Prepare slide shows--which you can show on a projection screen or computer monitor--featuring animation, sound, graphics, and even video clips. Edit and format text, add graphs and diagrams, include...
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Real World Adobe InDesign CS6Peachpit Press, 2012

	Sharpen your InDesign skills with this definitive resource created specifically for design professionals who need to layout out, proof, export, and publish pages with Adobe InDesign CS6.

	

	Complete coverage of InDesign CS6's new features and enhancements includes: Liquid Layouts and creating alternate layouts, copying and...
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X3D: Extensible 3D Graphics for Web Authors (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Interactive 3D Technology)Morgan Kaufmann, 2007
In the early days of the Web a need was recognized for a language to display 3D objects through a browser. An HTML-like language, VRML, was proposed in 1994 and became the standard for describing interactive 3D objects and worlds on the Web. 3D Web courses were started, several best-selling books were published, and VRML continues to be used today....
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